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1. Introduction. In [2], Halmos, Lumer, and Schäffer exhibited

a class of invertible operators on Hubert space possessing no (bounded)

operator square roots, thereby settling what was until then an open

question. This class of examples was obtained by considering the

Hubert space of all analytic functions which are square-integrable

(with respect to planar Lebesgue measure) on a bounded domain D

in the complex plane. In this setting they show that the "analytic

position operator" defined by (Af)(t)=tf(t) has a square root if and

only if D contains no Jordan curve surrounding zero.

The present authors, while trying to discover the limitations of

Corollary 4.2 [l ], were led to a different, matrix-theoretic example of

an invertible operator on Hubert space which has no (bounded)

operator square root. In fact considerations of spectra show that the

class of examples exhibited here is disjoint from the class appearing

in [2].

2. An example. The following considerations lead to the construc-

tion of the above mentioned example. Let N= {nk}?-i be any strictly

increasing sequence of positive integers such that Mi^3. For sim-

plicity of notation in what follows, we shall write nEN to mean "for

some positive integer k, n = nk" and {an}n£N or simply {an} instead

of {a„k}t=1. Let 3C„ be re-dimensional Hubert space, and let Mn be

the algebra of all operators on 3C„. Denote by 3C the Hubert space

23neiv©3Cn, and by A the JF*-algebra ^2neN@M„. Then of course

A consists of all operators A= ^©^4„ where AnEMn and the se-

quence {||^4n||} is bounded. The operators which we shall consider

can most easily be described by setting forth matrices, so we assume

given for each nEN an orthonormal basis Xn of 3C„, and the matrices

exhibited are to be regarded as the corresponding operators. We now

define the class TCA of operators as follows: T= ^©rn£r if and

only if for each nEN, Tn has the form

(*)

«n       Sn fn

Oil        Sn      O

O Sn
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where

(1) for lgrgre, co; = ei2"'",

(2) the sequence {s,,},,^ satisfies Oâ|s„| <5 for some 5<1 and

lim„eN n\sn\ = «a.

(3) the sequence {|/„| } is bounded.

The inverse of each Tn satisfying (*) can be computed directly,

and an easy calculation shows that || T^W é(l~ \ sn\ )_1 + |/n| ■ It fol-

lows from (2) and (3) that each TEY is invertible in P, and the fol-

lowing lemmas enable us to determine a subclass of Y consisting of

operators having no square roots in P.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that n> 1 and that for 1 ̂ r ^n, XJ, are complex

numbers satisfying (XJ,)2 = coJ,. Then

(**) x; = ± e"rln

and either

(a) for some r satisfying l^r^n — 1, |XJ,+XJ,+1| <ir/n, or

(ß) the sign in (**) is the same for l^r^n, in which case |Xi+X"|

<ir/n.

The proof is trivial and is omitted.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that K is an operator on a Hubert space X hav-

ing the distinct eigenvalues {X,} <ej, and suppose that for iEI, the eigen-

space corresponding to X¿ is spanned by the vector x¿. If J is any operator

on 3C such that J2 = K, and £ is any subspace of 3C spanned by some sub-

set of the {xí} ¿e7, then £ is an invariant subspace for J.

Proof. It suffices to show that for iEI, JXi = a¿Xi for some scalar

at. If Jx¿ = y¿, then Ky, = KJxi = JPx¿ = X¿y¿, so that by hypothesis

yi = a{Xi.

We obtain as immediate corollaries

Corollary 2.3. If K is an nXn complex matrix in upper triangular

form and having n distinct eigenvalues, and J is any square root of K,

then J is also in upper triangular form.

Corollary 2.4. Suppose K ER satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2

and the additional hypothesis that the vectors {x¿},-6j span JC. Then

every (bounded) square root of K on 3C is in P.

For each sequence cr= {s„}„ew satisfying (2) of (*), consider the

operator P,= 2^,®J>nEY defined by taking the sequence {/„} to be

identically zero. An induction argument similar to the one carried
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out in §4 of [l] yields the following fact: for each nEN, there is

exactly one matrix Qn of the form

1
w2„ (n)

iii
e02n

O
C02nJ

such that Qn — Pn- Thus the numbers q\f are uniquely determined,

and for nEN we define the sequence {cn} by cn= ^¡¡ll Ç.ij'iin-

Lemma 2.5. If o= {sn}neN satisfies (2) of (*), and the operator

A,= 2© A „ET is defined by setting the sequence {f°} equal to {l+cn}

if {\cn\ } is bounded and equal to the null sequence if {\ c°n\ } is un-

bounded, then A, has no square root in R.

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that A, has a square root

B= J^®B„ER. Then for nEN, Bn = An, and it results from Corol-

lary 2.3 that each Bn is in upper triangular form—say

Bn =

Xn

O

,<»)

X„

Clearly we can assume without loss of generality that \n = u2n Ior

each nEN. A trivial calculation yields b¡"i+1 = sn/Q>i„+'K„+1) for

lgigw—1 and for all nEN. Since the sequence j||A„||} is bounded,

and since {sn} satisfies (2) of (*), it follows from Lemma 2.1 that

there is a positive integer re0 such that for all re>reo and for l^ièn,

Xjj = «2n. Furthermore, since the matrices An and Pn always agree

except for the (1, re)th entry, and since for re>«0 the principal di-

agonals of the matrices Qn and Bn agree, it is easy to see that for

w>re0 the matrices Qn and Bn must also agree except for the (1, re)th

entry. Thus for «>w0, M» = ifi>-<Z)/Qt+K), and since |X^+X"|
<w/n for such n, we know by virtue of the way the sequence {f,}

was constructed that the sequence {\b($\ } is unbounded, contra-

dicting the assumption that the sequence {||An||} is bounded.
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3. We are now in a position to prove the

Theorem. There is an invertible operator B on any Hubert space 3C

such that B has no square root in the algebra of all bounded operators

on 3C.

Proof. It is easy to see (in view of Lemma 2.2) that it suffices to

prove the theorem in the case that 3C is separable. Let Ae= y,®A„

be as in Lemma 2.5, and define the operator B E R by B =

y.®(l-\-l/n)An. Since A„ is an invertible operator on 5FC, so is B,

and by virtue of Corollary 2.4, any (bounded) square root of B must

be an operator in P. But B cannot have a square root in P, since Aa

does not, and thus the proof is complete.

As another easy corollary of Lemma 2.5, we obtain

Corollary 3.1. If S is any finite W*-algebra of type I possessing

nk-homogeneous summands with nk—+&>, then there is an invertible ele-

ment AES such that A has no square root in S.

Proof. Any IF*-algebra S which satisfies the hypothesis of the

theorem can be written as a direct sum 5= 2^„etf ®Sn where N is

an unbounded set of positive integers and each Sn is an w-homogene-

ous W*-algebra [4]. If 3E„ is taken to be the maximal ideal space

of the center of Sn, then (see [5]) 5 is C*-isomorphic to the algebra

So which is the C*-sum of the homogeneous IF*-algebras { Mn0in)} neN

where the Af„(£„) are as defined in [l]. Thus it suffices to prove the

theorem in So, and an invertible element G= {GnJG'So having no

square root in So can be obtained by choosing A„='^/®An as in

Lemma 2.5 and then defining Gn(t) =An lor tE%n and nEN. If G

had a square root J= {jn} ESo, then choosing arbitrary points

¿nGïn for nEN, one would have [/„(/„) ]2 = G„(i„) =A„, contradict-

ing the fact that A„ has no square root in P. Thus the proof is com-

plete.

4. Remarks.

(1) Hille and Phillips have shown ([3], Theorem 9.5.4) that a

sufficient condition for an operator A to have roots of all orders in

the Banach algebra generated by A and the identity is that zero be-

long to the unbounded component of the resolvent set of A.

(2) Each analytic position operator appearing in [2] is such that

the compression spectrum of the operator (in the terminology of [2])

contains an open set. On the other hand, it is clear that the operator

B without square root exhibited above has discrete compression spec-

trum, so that B cannot be an analytic position operator.
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(3) If N contains only odd integers, it is not hard to see that the

operator B appearing in the proof of the Theorem is such that B2

has no bounded fourth root. This shows that invertible operators can

have roots of some order without having roots of all orders.
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